Software Reuse Methods to Improve Technological Infrastructure for e-Science
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Abstract

Social computing has the potential to contribute to scientific research. Ongoing developments in information and communications technology improve capabilities for enabling scientific research, including research fostered by social computing capabilities. The recent emergence of e-Science practices has demonstrated the benefits from improvements in the technological infrastructure, or cyberinfrastructure, that has been developed to support science. Cloud computing is one example of this e-Science trend. Our own work in the area of software reuse offers methods that can be used to improve new technological development, including cloud computing capabilities, to support scientific research practices. In this paper, we focus on software reuse and its potential to contribute to the development and evaluation of information systems and related services designed to support new capabilities for conducting scientific research.
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1. Introduction

Scientific practices have improved as communities have adopted new information and communications technology (ICT). Recognizing changes in scientific practices that have evolved from the use of new ICT during the past decade, new terms such as “cyberinfrastructure” and “e-Science” have emerged to describe the technological infrastructure designed to improve capabilities for conducting scientific research. Social computing, as well as other practices that have the potential to contribute to scientific research, have been enabled by these developments.

As technology has evolved, the methods and tools of software reuse have become more relevant for the deployment of new systems to support scientific research. Employing software reuse techniques can enable the adoption of new technological approaches to support new models for conducting scientific research. Software reuse methods and tools also can contribute to the evaluation of systems being developed to support scientific research. Software reuse instruments, such as the Reuse Readiness Levels (RRLs) [1], offer the potential to improve capabilities for software development and evaluation when developing and adopting software assets for scientific support systems [2].

In addition to improving methods for developing and evaluating new systems to support scientific research, employing software reuse when adopting new technological approaches also has the potential to improve practices for software reuse. Similar to the participatory practices of open source software development communities, adopters of various artifacts, including methods and instruments, could contribute to their improvement, based on experiences using such artifacts [3].

Recent developments in technological infrastructure that supports scientific research include cloud computing, which offers capabilities for research communities to utilize scientific data and services to conduct analyses that otherwise would be more costly or prohibitive to complete. Cloud computing is a prime example of a technology that can benefit from software reuse.
Cloud computing and its potential to support scientific research is introduced in section 2. Improvements in the reusability of software that are applicable to cloud computing are reviewed in section 3. Reuse Readiness Levels are described in section 4, in terms of their applicability to the development of cloud computing software. The use of the Reuse Readiness Levels to evaluate cloud computing capabilities for scientific research is described in section 5. The potential to contribute to the improvement of the Reuse Readiness Levels, based on experiences in cloud computing, is described in section 6 and a summary is presented in section 7. Note that while this position paper focuses on cloud computing as an example, the software reuse tools and concepts presented here also can be applied to other areas of technological development to support scientific research.

2. Cloud Computing Support for Scientific Research

Cloud computing offers the potential to improve capabilities for enabling scientific research. In cloud computing environments, software services focused on computation and storage are provided to users, who can represent various organizations and interests. Using cloud computing to provide data and services to scientists and their teams offers a variety of benefits for the scientific research community, at the very least the ability to “pay to play” and effectively purchase scalability at a commodity cost. Similar to the benefits that cloud computing offers for other industries that provide or use cloud services [4], cloud computing also can improve software and systems development capabilities for scientific research.

Additionally, if the use of cloud services are managed properly, the adoption of cloud computing can reduce the costs of providing software services [5]. Attaining cost-efficient capabilities for providing cloud computing services also could benefit scientific research communities, depending on the match between scientific computing needs, cost structures, and performance capabilities of selected cloud platforms [6].

Cloud computing offers the potential to improve capabilities for developing, maintaining, and disseminating scientific research data. Economies of scale can be attained by using cloud computing to provide services for sharing biomedical data [7]. Bell, Hey, and Szalay [8] suggest that the rate of progress to be achieved in data-intensive e-Science will depend on the ability of scientific disciplines to adopt cloud computing and other emerging technologies.

Furthermore, employing open source software development practices can improve software reuse capabilities [9], and also offers possible advantages for cloud computing [4]. While there are risks in adopting open source software development practices, strategies can be deployed to mitigate such risks and include dedicating needed resources early, initiating pilot projects to learn about open source development, increasing awareness and visibility of open source software, and obtaining top management support for open software development [10].

3. Software Reuse Methods Applicable to Cloud Computing for Scientific Research

Research on the reusability of software has improved software development practices by taking a long-term perspective to software development. Rather than considering a software application or system as a product to be deployed for just an immediate purpose, software reuse research has adopted a perspective that enables the continuing use of software and related assets beyond their initial purpose. The benefits of software reuse can be realized by the original developers or by the new adopters.

Enabling the reuse of applications that run locally for reuse in the cloud can facilitate the adoption of cloud computing for scientific research and the transfer of local operational services to the cloud. Moving scientific data services between a private cloud and a public cloud may address cost concerns of cloud computing for scientific research [11]. Preparing scientific support services for reuse would enable organizations to address the potential need for an increase in demand for services without excessive lead time.

Taking a systematic approach to the development of systems, applications, and services for potential reuse could enable providers and developers of scientific systems to port their services to one or more cloud providers to increase capacity as the needs to serve user communities evolve. Since different cloud providers may use different standards or conventions, the interoperability of the service needs to be considered when porting it to new or additional cloud providers. Modifications to the original service may be necessary to ensure that it runs properly on each new provider’s system.

Establishing a reference architecture also could facilitate the development of scientific research services for use in the cloud. Creating a reference architecture for cloud services to reuse processes and solutions fosters collaborative provision of services as well as sharing among users [12].

4. Reuse Readiness Levels to Guide Cloud Computing Software Development

Recent developments in software reuse have included NASA’s Reuse Readiness Levels (RRLs) [1], which can
be used to improve the creation, evaluation, and maintenance of software systems, components, and other assets. RRLs offer the potential to contribute to the development of cloud computing systems and software services established to support scientific research communities [13]. Developed by the Earth Science Data Systems (ESDS) software development community and described in [14], the RRLs were created to assist scientific data systems professionals in the design and development of reusable software by facilitating a systematic approach to the development process [15].

The RRLs are comprised of nine different topic areas. Alphabetically, they are “documentation, extensibility, intellectual property issues, modularity, packaging, portability, standards compliance, support, and verification and testing” [16]. Each of the topic areas was selected based on its potential use for assessing the reuse maturity of software assets. In addition, each of these topic areas consists of up to nine levels, providing a grid that can be used to measure specific aspects of software maturity with the aim of assessing and improving its reusability. These measures were designed without any specific type of software or system in mind. As such, they are as applicable to the cloud computing environment as to traditional software and systems development environments.

Alternatively, the nine overall RRLs summarize the topic area levels in a more compact form, offering capabilities to assign a simple value to evaluate software reuse maturity. Assigned ratings can range from limited reusability, when the software is not being recommended for reuse at RRL 1, to demonstrated extensive reusability, when the software is being reused by many classes of users over a wide range of systems at RRL 9. In contrast to using the entire grid for assessing software, the overall RRLs enable a single rating, which also fosters a quick-look at reusable assets. The overall RRL score can be computed via a weighted average of score assignments in each of the topic areas. The potential reuser determines the weights and scores in terms of the intended purpose.

In general, employing the entire grid of topic area level assessment criteria will be more useful to software developers looking to reuse existing assets and/or to make their own assets more reusable.

5. Evaluating Cloud Computing Capabilities for Scientific Research

In addition to contributing to the development of software for potential reuse, the RRLs also can be used to evaluate the potential reuse of software and system components developed to support scientific data systems [2]. As noted in the previous section, the RRL topic area levels provide a wealth of information regarding the maturity of software assets in nine different areas related to reusability. Software developers seeking to reuse existing assets can use these topic area levels to make assessments of candidate software that could be suitable for their needs. By assessing each candidate software asset in each of the nine topic area levels, developers can get a good sense of how ready each asset is to be reused. Assets that receive higher scores will be more likely to be reusable than those with lower scores.

Likewise, these assessments provide information about what types of modifications would be necessary in order to adapt an asset for use in the intended, new context. Looking at the topic area levels, developers can determine the minimum scores required for an asset to be reused in the context of the new system under development. Since it is likely that not all assets will meet all of these minimum requirements, the developers need to evaluate the shortcomings of the candidate assets. For each topic area level, the difference between the assessed level and the required level provides information about what types of modifications would be necessary to achieve the minimum level needed for reuse in the new system. Developers can review these differences and determine the amount of development necessary for each candidate asset to be considered for adoption. Identifying such gaps enables developers to determine which assets, if any, would be best suited for modification and reuse in the new system. In addition, the priority that the developers assign to a particular topic area also could be used when determining the suitability of particular software assets for reuse.

For example, consider a case where portability of the existing reusable software is a key factor in whether it can be reused in the development of a new system. Perhaps the new system is running on one operating system or platform, but the ideal candidate reusable software was written for another operating system or platform. The developers may determine that a portability topic area level of 6, where the software is portable, would be necessary to adopt the candidate software for their system. In contrast, a candidate asset that scores 3, where the software is only portable with significant costs, would not be suitable for reuse in that state. However, the developers can evaluate the effort required to raise the asset’s score from 3 to 6, and this knowledge would factor in to their decision as to the readiness of this asset to be reused in their context. Assets that require the least amount of modifications to be reused in the new context are the ones that are most likely to be reused, and the RRLs can help developers determine how many modifications are necessary, and of what types, for each candidate reusable software asset that is being considered.

6. Improving Software Reuse Methods from Cloud Computing Experiences
In addition to the potential for RRLs to contribute to the cloud computing infrastructure that supports e-Science, experiences using the RRLs for the development of cloud computing services to support scientific research also could contribute to the improvement of the RRLs. Feedback from the community regarding their experiences with practical applications of the RRLs can provide vital information on the current state of these efforts. Assessments of actual reusable software assets can uncover areas for improvement, such as discovering where two levels are defined too closely to truly distinguish each, or when levels are not sufficiently quantitative to allow a relatively unambiguous assessment. Specific suggestions for simplifying the definitions for topic area levels also could reduce the time required to evaluate candidate assets.

Experiences using the RRLs in the development and use of cloud computing capabilities also could demonstrate where additional precision or further explanation is needed for levels within the RRLs. While some differences in the results of assessments of a given asset by different people are expected, these should be small for an assessment instrument that is reliable. If differences among reviewer assessments are large, such differences could be an indicator of where the precision of the measures would need to be refined to improve the reliability of the RRLs as an instrument for evaluating the potential reusability of systems, software, and other computing assets. As cloud computing continues to grow, input from this community will be important in ensuring that the RRLs are relevant and applicable to the software and systems developers working in this area and the software assets that they create.

7. Summary

In this paper, we have described how software reuse methods have the potential to improve new developments in information and communications technology (ICT) that are being established to enhance capabilities for scientific communities to conduct research. Like other advancements in research practices, social computing also benefits from ICT. Cloud computing has been shown as an example of ICT that can enhance e-Science capabilities. Lessons learned from software reuse research and practices can contribute to the development of cloud computing. Likewise, developments in cloud computing can contribute to the improvement of software reuse tools and techniques.

The applicability of the Reuse Readiness Levels (RRLs), for improving the development and evaluation of cloud computing services, also has been described. While use of the RRLs has the potential to improve capabilities for evaluating software assets for reuse in cloud computing, feedback from such use also has the potential to improve these measures for reuse in other contexts. Just as cloud computing can benefit from and contribute to software reuse methods and tools, such as the RRLs, other ICT development efforts also can benefit from and contribute to software reuse. Building on these and similar efforts can ultimately contribute to developments in cyberinfrastructure to support e-Science.
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